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MOTIVE POWER BATTERIES



n  East Penn uses exclusive formation 
processes that ensures optimized power 
capacity, cell consistency, and long term 
reliability from every plate and ultimately 
each cell, in terms of amp- hour capacity 
and cycle life.

n  Superior non-porous, precision-cast 
grids are designed for maximum current-
carrying capacity exclusively for motive 
power applications. The grids are pasted 
with active material that delivers reliable 
performance throughout a long service 
life. All phases of plate production are 
computer controlled to meet rigid quality 
control specifications.

n  Both the positive and negative plates are 
cured in temperature/humidity-controlled 
ovens to ensure optimum plate curing 
regardless of external environmental 
conditions. 

n  The positive plate is protected by a 
multiple-step retention system, including 
two layers of vertical mats consisting 
of fiberglass tape and interwoven glass 
fibers, a horizontal glass fiber mat, and 
a perforated retainer envelope. This 
ensures optimum active material retention 
for longer life, and provides increased 
plate insulation for added performance. 
The positive plates are also surrounded 
by deep channeled, microporous 
separators that provide a durable 
barrier between positive and negative 
plates, while allowing the free flow of 
electrolyte throughout the cell, optimizing 
performance and extending service life.

n  No other industrial battery manufacturer 
can claim these and other features, plus 
ensure the highest quality material, 
workmanship and superior engineering 
technology. All of these important 
components make the Deka name 
synonymous with number one quality in 
the production of precision-built batteries.

n  Manufactured in compliance with 
American National Standards Institute 
and Underwriters Laboratories Standard 
Number ANSI/UL583.

n  Federal Specification Number W-B-133D.

n  Complies with Industrial Truck Association 
Recommended Practices.

Compare these features which are standard on every Deka battery:

PROPOSITION 65 WARNING: Battery posts, terminals and related accessories contain lead and lead compounds, 
chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and reproductive harm. Batteries also contain other 
chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer. WASH HANDS AFTER HANDLING.
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Decrease downtime and raise profitability with DEKA INDUSTRIAL 
MOTIVE POWER BATTERIES. Available in 35-160 Ah positive models, 
precision-built DEKA BATTERIES provide up to 2000 Ah (at a 6-hour rate) 
of dependable power for all your material handling needs.

Designed and manufactured with the finest materials under strict computer 
control, DEKA INDUSTRIAL MOTIVE POWER BATTERIES require fewer 
non-productive changeouts, reducing downtime. All DEKA BATTERIES 
pass through more than 250 quality control checks to assure consistent 
quality every time. And DEKA BATTERIES have the smallest percentage 
of warranty claims in the industry, substantially decreasing your cost-per-
cycle and raising your productivity and profits.

DEKA INDUSTRIAL MOTIVE POWER BATTERIES are backed by a 
nationwide sales and service team, ready to handle all your industrial 
battery and charger repair and maintenance needs. Our highly skilled 
technicians come directly to your business site to conduct emergency 
repairs, preventative maintenance and routine inspections. This on-site 
service keeps your equipment up and running rather than sitting idle while 
batteries are sent out for repairs.
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MODEL AH POS

OVERALL HEIGHT

NO 
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DOME 
COVER

FLAT 
COVER

D35 35 12-3/8"* 13" 13-1/4"

D45 45 14-7/8"* 15-1/2" 15-3/4"

D55 55 18-1/8"* 18-3/4" 19"

D65 65 20"* 20-5/8" 20-7/8"

D75 75 22-5/8" 23-1/4" 23-1/2"

D85 85 22-5/8" 23-1/4" 23-1/2"

D100 100 25-5/8" 26-1/4" 26-1/2"

D110 110 30-1/2" 31-1/8" 31-3/8"

D125 125 30-1/2" 31-1/8" 31-3/8"

D150 150 30-1/2" 31-1/8" 31-3/8"

D160 160 30-1/2" 31-1/8" 31-3/8"

*  D35, D45, D55 and D65 available in reduced no-cover heights using drop 
handles. Refer to battery selector guide.


